Wrestlers Lose To Strong Yale Teams 23-7, 23-5

Capt. Mandarison Lone Varsity Winner; Peyton, Strom Win For Frosh

Oshy Loses First Bout Of Year

The past weekend was one of the most disastrous that Tech wrestling had in the past few seasons in that both the varsity and freshman teams were forced to bow to agile Yale grapplers. The final score in the case of the varsity was 23-7. So the final freshman score was 23-5. The sole Tech winner for the varsity was Capt. Mandarison who won in a short time advantage. Peyton and Strom who have consistently shown up well in practice came through for the freshmen giving the first year men their 8 points.

Bob Forster, Engineering leader for next season, was awarded a place on the second team.

Chinese college, shone in the Dorm attack, throwing fifteen points for varsity competition this year because he transferred from a

In Losing Battles

Two Colleges

Rensselaer and Williams Win Tech Loses To Beaver Racqueteers

Meet Saturday

Tech swimmers had a resounding victory last week-end when they returned to the Stuyvesant Avenue pool to take on Beaver Racqueteers who were defeated only twice. The Williams-town team, which had guarded its position on the varsity team continued on to Troy on Saturday.

The Williams match was too one-sided to be interesting. A debatable angular team beat the Racqueteers by 66-3 score.

At Rensselaer the team put up a much better showing; they were scored out of 38 by Tech swimmers who had to make the whole of success. Most of the prep school men were able to win their imaginary races because of their unusual ability to get to the first touch. This disadvantage was unfairly enough to bring down Tech’s score in their favor.

Saturday evening the time runner-up in the Providence Championship fencing tournament, a highly consistent and skillful winner, was scoring the wins of 0-3, 1-5, and losing one match.

Andover Prep Beats Institute Swimmers

Freshmen Defeated In Second Match By Score of 5-4

A closely fought match with Andover ended in a defeat to Tech last Saturday afternoon. The closest of the matches, the Andover was regarded as a worthy opponent by Tech and as such the score was a victory of success. Both the prep school men were able to win their imaginary races because of their unusual ability to get to the first touch. This disadvantage was unfairly enough to bring down Tech’s score in their favor.
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